Basic CAD/CAM Tutorial for Autodesk Fusion 360 with Universal Gcode Sender
Version 1.01

Important safety rules for operating your MillRight CNC M3:
Never place your hands near a spinning end mill or bit.
Unplug the router before changing cutting tools.
Always wear eye and hearing protection while operating your machine.
Always run dust collection or wear a mask while performing a milling operation.
Do not leave the machine unattended while running a milling operation.
Do not operate your machine while under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
Do not place your hands between the bed and frame while the machine is moving.
Visually inspect wires prior to power up to prevent short circuits.
Ensure work pieces are properly secured before running a milling operation.
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We are going to use Autodesk Fusion 360 to make a part like this. It’s a basic part with three holes and a
contour cut, but you are going to learn to design in, generate tool paths for it, and run it on your
machine.

Open up AutoDesk Fusion 360.
Note that this box is in the top right of your screen. You can grab it with a left click
and use it to rotate around your view. You will pan around the work space by
clicking your mouse wheel and moving the mouse around.
Create a sketch like this.
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You’ll notice that it allows you to select three planes. Select this one.

Start by making a rectangle that is 189.7mm wide and
145mm tall. Select “two point rectangle” from the sketch
menu, then select the origin point as the starting point for
this rectangle. You can type in the dimensions in the boxes
provided then hit the tab button to lock in your entry. Hit
enter when both dimensions are set.

Now we will make a 5.6mm diameter circle that is
29.775mm from the bottom and 89.75mm from the right
of the rectangle. Select sketch, circle, then center diameter
circle. Place it somewhere near the bottom of the rectangle
(but NOT on the bottom line), then type in “5.6” in the
dimension window and hit enter. See below.
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Now you’ll use the
dimensioning tool to position
this exactly where we want it. I
have it on my main menu, but
that’s only because I’ve
customized it to my needs.
Select the tool as shown. Once
the tool is selected, click the
center point of the circle you
already placed, then click the
bottom of the rectangle. Type
in “29.775” and hit enter. Now
do the same for the dimension
from the right side. Select the
dimensioning tool again, click the center of the circle, and then the right side of
the rectangle.
Now let’s try some construction lines. Construction lines are orange lines that
don’t affect the part when you make the sketch into a solid piece, but help you
position things. From the sketch menu (same place you selected the circle and
the rectangle), select “Line.” Start the line at the center point of the circle, and
extend it upwards, typing in “20” in the dimension window for the length. Tab
to the angle dimension window, and type in “90”. Now click the line you just
made and the “Sketch Palette” will have “Contextual Options” at the top (see
picture on next page). Click “Normal/Construction” to toggle this line to a
construction line. Your sketch should now look what is below.
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Now, select another center diameter circle from the sketch menu and place it at the top of the 20mm
long construction line you just made. The circle needs to start at point on the end of that line. Type in
“5.6” in the dimension window.
Select another line from the sketch menu and use the center point of the circle you just placed as the
starting point. Start to extend it upwards, then type in “85.225” for the length dimension and “90” for
the degree constraint. Select another line and extend it to the right. Dimension this at “24.3” length and
“0” degrees. Make those line construction lines, just like we did in a prior step. Now, at the end of this
let’s add a center point circle to the end of this 24.3mm long line segment. Dimension it a 5.6mm. Your
sketch should now look like what is below.
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Now we will add a fillet to the top left and top right corners. The fillet tool is found in the sketch menu.

Select the fillet tool and then click the top left corner of the
rectangle. Enter “114” for the radius of the fillet on the top left
corner. Now select the right corner with the fillet tool and add type
“55” for the radius on the top right corner. Here is what your part
should look like now.
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Now we will make this sketch into a solid body. I plan on cutting this out of thick 13mm MDF, but I am
going to model the piece to be 13.1mm thick just to make it easy on myself when I generate tool paths
and cut this piece out. There are some other ways to handle this, but it’s a good shortcut to make sure
things are going to be set up to cut all the way through the stock in case my Z axis isn’t just perfectly
zeroed to the top of the stock. You should definitely use a waste board between your bed and stock,
especially when you do this.
Start by canting your view a little bit using the orientation cube at the top right of the Fusion 360 screen.
This will help you visualize 3D renderings better.
Now, right click within the sketch and select extrude. Make sure you click the extrude option with the
blue arrow. The one with the orange arrow just extrudes a shell. The blue extrude arrow is going to give
us a solid body, which is what we want. The direction should be one side and the operation should be
new body. See the picture below.
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Once you hit enter, Fusion 360 will have created a solid body. You can see this in the object browser that
by default is on the left side of your screen. You can now turn the sketch visibility off by clicking the lit
up light bulb next to “Sketches”.
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We are now ready to move to the CAM side of Fusion 360. Click on “Body1”
that we just created by extruding the sketch and then click the down arrow
where it says Model. Click on “CAM”.

Now let’s setup the CAM. Click Setup, then New Setup. Here is what things will look like now.
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Here we will set up the zero point for the operation. Click on the stock tab at the top of the Setup menu.
Under “Stock Offset Mode” click on “No Additional Stock.”

Click back on the main setup tab. Click
on Box Point next to the Stock Point
selection, and then the top dot at the
bottom left corner. This will establish
the 0,0,0 point from which all cutting
operations will be based. As you can
imagine, this is VERY important to get
right. You could select other starting
points, but I like to keep a habit of
calling the bottom left at the top of the
stock 0,0,0. Click ok and Fusion 360 will
place “Setup1” on the browser
window at the left side of the screen.

Right click on “Setup1” in the object browser and select “New Operation” then “2D Milling” then “Bore.”
This will create a helical boring that will allow us to machine the 5.6mm diameter holes that we modeled
into the part.
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Since the holes we are boring are 5.6mm in diameter, you will obviously want to use a smaller end mill
than this. A 3/16” (4.76mm) diameter end mill is probably as large as you want to go for a helical bore
on this size hole in this kind of material. If the material were aluminum or something really hard, then
even this size end mill would be a wider that desirable for clearing chips on a bore. I am going to use a
1/8” (3.175mm) end mill. From the Bore menu, click “tool”. Select the end mill size that you plan to use.
Fusion 360 has a lot of different sizes set up. You don’t have to choose one that exactly describes the
dimensions of your cutting tool, but the diameter and type (flat end mill versus say a facing mill or a ball
nose) are crucial if you want things to be right. I am selecting a 1/8” end mill from the sample aluminum
end mills that Fusion 360 provides. We aren’t cutting aluminum here, but I just really want to tell Fusion
360 that I am going to use a 1/8” diameter flat end mill. Take note that that it is important to measure
your end mill with calipers. Some advertised as 1/8” may actually be “metric equivalents” that are
actually 3mm and the same can happen with other sizes. If you find it to be different, the tool menu
allows you to add a custom tool. Google search for more details on that.

Once we select our tool, let’s get back to setting up the boring operation’s feed rates. Be advised that
some things drive the other. If you change “Feed per Tooth” then it is going to try to change your feed
rate. Just change the cutting feed rate, lead in and lead out feed rate, ramp feed rate, and the plunge
feed rate just as I have shown. Note that the spindle speed selection won’t change your spindle speed
unless you have another controller set up that actually changes your spindle’s RPM. Things like Super
PID can change this, but it’s not necessary. Fusion 360 will generate code to change RPM but your
controller will essentially ignore it.
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Now click the next tab at the top of the Bore menu, the “Geometry” tab. Click “Circular face selections”
and then click the walls of the holes in the part.
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Click the next tab at the top of the Bore menu. This is the heights menu. Set yours up just like you see
mine. As a general rule, I like my clearance and retract heights to be set as relative to the stock top.
Leave the top height as the hole top and the bottom height as the hole bottom.

Now click the next tab in the Bore menu. This is the Passes tab.
Set yours up like mine. Notice that compensation type is “In
computer”. The pitch means how far it goes down in one loop of
the helix. I selected finishing passes and set the step over to
0.2mm. This means it’s going to leave that much on the initial
bore then come clean the hole up a hair. Direction is climb. You
can read up on climb versus conventional with a Google search.
WARNING: Fusion 360 loves to have “stock to leave” selected for
you. MAKE SURE THIS IS UNCHECKED.
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Click the final tab, called “Linking” and click the box for “lead to center.”

Once you click “Ok” it will show you the toolpath as long as you have this Bore operation selected from
the browser.
Now let’s create a 2D contour operation to cut this piece out. Right click Setup1 on the browser menu,
then new operation, then 2D milling, then 2D contour.

This should now look familiar from the boring operation. It will populate these fields with what you told
it last time, but let’s speed things up for this operation. Set yours up just like mine. See below.
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Click over to the next tab at the top, the “Geometry” tab. Click the bottom part of the part to designate
the contour that will be machined. Then check the Tabs box and set yours up like mine. Tabs help keep
your part from shifting and getting sucked into the cutter when it gets cut free from the rest of the
stock.

Now click the heights tab now at the top of the Contour menu. Make yours look like mine. Notice how
the clearance height and retract height are both relative to the stock top. The feed height is set to 1mm.
Fusion 360 is going to switch to cutting feed rates from rapid rates when it hits this height.
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Click on the next tab at the top of the Contour menu. There are quite a few options here, but we will just
focus on Multiple Depths. Check that box. A very important field here is the Maximum Roughing
Stepdown. This is going to tell Fusion 360 the deepest the machine is allowed to cut at one time. Let’s go
with 3mm for this. We aren’t going to use any finishing passes so we are going to have Rough Final
checked. We will also click Use Even Stepdowns. Remember that I modelled this piece at 13.1 mm thick.
If I did not click this, then it would machine 3mm deep, then 6mm, then 9mm, then 12mm, then
13.1mm. I’ll let it machine evenly instead. See below.
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Now click the final tab. This is the linking tab in the Contour menu. There are a lot of options here too.
Set yours up like mine. Take note that I am using lead ins, lead outs, and ramping. Lead ins and outs help
keep artifacts off your work piece. Ramps are superior to plunges. Good software like Fusion 360 lets
you do this, so take advantage of that. You may get a warning that Fusion 360 has decided to lift the
feed plane to top most ramp. That’s ok. Fusion 360 is just overriding to some settings that it finds more
appropriate and it’s related to cutting feed heights and ramp feed heights.
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Now click the Bore operation in the browser on the left, hold down the Shift key, and click on the 2D
Contour operation as well. Now in the top menu select the Simulate option from the Actions section.
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Simulations are good to watch the make sure that everything is going to happen as your expect. The
Statistics tab will give you an estimate of the machining time, but you can expect actual machining time
to be a bit longer or shorter than this because Fusion 360 is making some assumptions about tool
changes (not actually happening on this machine), acceleration, and rapid rates.

If everything simulates like you would expect, close the simulation window and make sure that both the
Bore and 2D Contour operation are selected. Now click the Post Process button at the top. You will get
the below window. This is very important. The Post Configuration drop down ABSOLUTELY MUST have
“grbl.cps. – Generic Grbl” selected. This forces Fusion 360 to generate G code in a manner that is
readable by Grbl, which is the program that your control board uses. Every control software has its own
peculiarities, so if you don’t use grbl.cps you are going to get some very odd behavior. Next, change the
Use G28 option to No.
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Once you click post you will be prompted to select a place to save it. After you select that place, open up
that folder and double click the file so we can make a couple tweaks to it. It defaults to a .nc extension
and your computer most likely doesn’t know how to open this until you tell it. It should prompt you by
asking how you would like to open it. Select notepad or something similar. You can look things up on
Google if you want to know more about the codes here, but know that G90 is settings things to absolute
positioning, G94 specifies that feed rates are in units per minute, G17 is a plane selection code, and G21
specifies that the units that follow are in millimeters. In the boring operation it has some other coolant
and tool change commands that your machine doesn’t care about. They don’t do any harm being there.
Notice the G54 command that I highlighted below. Get rid of that G54 and type in G0 Z10 there instead.
G54 is a work coordinate system designation command. That code doesn’t need to be there unless you
are using work coordinate systems and know what it’s going to do and where it’s going to send your
machine. The reason why we want to type in a G0 Z10 there is because we designated the stock top as Z
zero. It is good practice to start a program with the Z already lifted, but if the end mill is sitting on top of
the stock when you begin this program then it would make a rapid XY plane traverse before lifting.
Typing in that G0 Z10 will make sure that the Z is above the stock before it traverses with the
G0 X124.25 Y135 command. Save the file after you make those changes and then close it out.
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Set up your machine to cut out this part. Keep in mind that the final part is 189.7mm wide and 145mm
tall (a little under 8 inches in X by a little under 6 inches in Y). Your stock will need to be large enough to
be able have this piece cut out from it and still have clearance so the end mill or router collet nut won’t
collide with your clamps. Remember that we set this up for MDF that is 13mm thick. Another soft
material would be okay as a substitute, but keep in mind you may need to tweak the settings to run
different materials or if it’s a different thickness. It is a great idea to run this program doing an “air cut:
first, where you don’t have any stock on the table and you don’t have an end mill in your router or
spindle but run it to watch how the machine is going to move around.
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Now, connect your USB port to the controller on your machine and to your computer. Open up
Universal G Code Sender (UGS), or your streaming software of choice. Select the drop down from your
Port field. The COM port shown in this window may not always be the actual COM port that’s active, so
hit the drop down and select the one available. Open the connection by clicking Open.

We’ll proceed as though you are not using any work coordinate systems but will instead create a
temporary work system for this job. Use the jogging controls on the machine controls tab of Universal
Gcode Sender to move the cutting tool towards the bottom left of the stock, keeping in mind the size of
the finished part and clearances you’ll need. Zero the cutting tool to the stock using a feeler gauge,
touch probe (this is advanced, you can read on that later), or a sheet of paper. If you use a feeler gauge
or piece of paper you need to lower Z by making 0.1mm jog steps towards the stock once you get close
to it. If you use a piece of paper, slide the paper around as you lower Z one 0.1mm step at a time. Once
it’s starts to drag, stop dropping Z. Now, let’s say the piece of paper was 0.1mm (0.004”) thick. Now
type in this in the command window: G92 X0 Y0 Z0.1
This tells the machine that you are using a temporary coordinate system and that the point it is at right
now is the X origin of the part, the Y origin of the part, and 0.1mm above the Z origin. Now it’s smart to
go ahead and lift Z before we start running this program. Until you switch coordinate systems or restart,
it will remember where the origin is, so it’s okay to jog it upward now. Type this in the command
window: G90 G0 Z10
Go to the File Mode tab and click Browse. Select the g code file that you modified earlier. Click visualize
to make sure that this looks like you expect.
Put on your safety glasses, dust mask, hearing protection, and any other PPE you have and turn on your
router. Click Start, and the machine will begin cutting out this part.
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For more tutorials, go to YouTube and search for “Autodesk Fusion 360” tutorials. There is quite a lot
available.
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